
Mrs. Moore’ Stars
A peek at the week of January 30, 2023

Spelling Language Arts

Spelling Words: fork, thorn, storm,
decorate, seahorse, core, sore, shore,
forehead, foreman

HFW: poor, even, straight, year, were

Phonic Skill: R controlled vowels. Some

vowels are followed by an r. The r
changes the sound that the vowel
makes. R controlled vowels are often
called “Bossy R” because the r takes
over and makes the vowel make a
new sound. The or and ore patterns
all make the same sound /or/

Spelling test February 3rd

Grammar: Subject/Verb Agreement

When speaking and writing, we need to
make sure we are using the correct form
of the verb to match the noun.
If the noun is singular, the verb ends in an
s.
If the noun is plural, the verb does not end
with an s.

Writer’s Workshop: Continuing informational
writing.  Students have selected their topic
and have written out 2 central idea
statements.  Now, they will jot down ideas for
details and figurative language they can use.
Students will begin drafting and editing their
pieces this week.

Reading



Vocabulary from The Great Kapok Tree Vocabulary quiz February 3rd

Slithered-twisted and slid around

Ancestors-relatives who lived before you were born

Defenseless-unable to protect yourself

Wither-dry up and die

Lulled-made calm and relaxed

Intentions-plans for what you want to do

Reading Skill- Informational text.  Students need to make inferences and use text
evidence to support their understanding . They will also use text evidence to
support an appropriate written response.

Math Social Studies/Science

Students will read and write time to the
nearest one-minute increment using
analog and digital clocks and
distinguish between a.m. and p.m.

Review of time to the hour and half
hour, then to the nearest 5 minutes.

Science:

Students will learn what to wear, how we
travel, and activities that we can do based
on the different weather conditions.

Students will explain how the weather
affects the daily decisions we make with
activities we do, clothing we wear, and
type of transportation we use.



January 31st-Multicultural Night: 6:00pm. 2nd grade needs to be
at the Kinder hallway at 6:30 SHARP.

February 7-Moore out for Reading Academies

February 14-Valentine Social 1:30-2:00 (keep an eye out for a sign
up)

February 20- No school for students

March 10-End of 3rd grading period

Your child’s grades will be recorded weekly in Skyward.  Checking this on a regular basis
will allow you to keep up with how your child is doing.  You may set the system to notify you

if grades are below 70 or if assignments are missing. Go to www.pearlandisd.org and click

the skyward icon to access.

http://www.pearlandisd.org/

